White Paper

Come Spring or Fall,
Automatic Panel Time Updates Can Help You Save Time and Money
It’s that time of year — time change. Typically, we get a lot of calls afterward with questions why
customers' panels didn't update. This White Paper will help you prepare your customers’ panels for
the time change and should also help identify the cause if it didn’t work.
Automatic panel time updates are dependent on several factors, both on the receiver side and on the
panel side. Most panels update their time every day to stay consistent with the central station, not just
twice a year. The frequency of the panel update depends on the primary communication type and the
test frequency. Panels with a primary communication type of Network will update their time daily. Panels
with primary communication types of Cellular or Digital Dialer will update after their automatic recall test.
Keep in mind that customers may prefer having Cellular or Digital Dialer tests weekly, monthly, or in some
rare instances, no test at all. To that end, if a customer calls several days after the time change about a
panel that still hasn't updated its time, the first things to check are the automatic recall test frequency in
Communication and if "time change" is selected in System Options.

RECEIVER SETTINGS
Note: The receiver does not ask Host Automation for a time update. Rather, Host Automation should
be set up to send a time to the receiver.
If the receiver time is not updating:
•
•

Check to make sure the receiver time settings are programmed correctly
Have the monitoring center check its host automation to see if it’s correctly sending time reference

Here are the receiver requirements for SCS-1 and SCS-1R with SCS-1062 processor board to get time
updates:
1.

Check the Host Automation section of programming SCS-1R TIME TO PANELS? This needs to be set to YES.

2. Check the Host Automation section of programming SCS-1R HOURS FROM GMT. This should be set
to the correct time zone. For instance:
TIME ZONE

GMT

TIME ZONE

GMT

EASTERN

5

PACIFIC

8

CENTRAL

6

ALASKA

9

MOUNTAIN

7

HAWAII

10

3. If the receiver's time hasn’t been updated in the past 25 hours, the receiver will ignore any time update requests from a panel — this is to prevent the receiver from sending inaccurate time to the panels.
NOTE: The time for the receiver can either be updated from the keypad or through a command from
the Host Automation Software to meet this requirement.
We highly recommend updating the receiver time by the host automation computer at these events:
1.

The "System Start Up" message is sent by the receiver to the host automation computer

2. The host automation computer time, day, or date is reset
3. Once daily at 2:30 a.m.
Here are the receiver requirements for SCS-1R with SCS-150 processor board to get time updates:
1.

Check the Host Automation section of programming SCS-1R HOURS FROM GMT. This should be set
to the correct time zone. For instance:
TIME ZONE

GMT

TIME ZONE

GMT

EASTERN

5

PACIFIC

8

CENTRAL

6

ALASKA

9

MOUNTAIN

7

HAWAII

10

2. Check the Line Cards section of programming of the SCS-1R SEND TIME CHANGE TO PNLS? This
must be set to YES for each line card.
NOTE: Because the ~SCS-150 has a much more accurate time chip, the requirement for the time to be
updated in the past 25 hours was removed.
PANEL SETTINGS
In panel programming, the following must be set for an automatic time update request to occur:
1.

In the System Options section of programming, TIME CHG must be set to YES.

2. In the System Options section of programming, HRS FROM GMT: must be set to the correct time
zone. For instance:
TIME ZONE

GMT

TIME ZONE

GMT

EASTERN

5

PACIFIC

8

CENTRAL

6

ALASKA

9

MOUNTAIN

7

HAWAII

10

3. A primary communications method must be programmed into the panel to a DMP receiver.
The time and manner that the panel requests a time update varies based on the primary communications method. The request is ONLY sent via the primary communications method and will never switch
to a backup method if the request is not acknowledged.
NOTE: Path 1 on the XR550/XR150 Series is always considered the primary communications method.
For the XT Series, Receiver 1's primary communications selection is considered the primary communications method.

PRIMARY COM TYPE

TIME REQUEST METHOD

CID

The panel will not request time at all if the primary
communications type is Contact ID. The format does
not support time update.

DD

The panel will piggyback a time request on the first
message sent after 3:30 a.m. panel time.
NOTE: If the first message the panel sends is at 2
p.m., the panel will ask for a time update at 2 p.m.

NET

The panel will ask for a time update every morning
between 3:00 and 5:04 a.m.
NOTE: The time used is dependent on the account
number of the panel. This prevents all panels with NET
from requesting at the same time with the receiver.

CELL

The panel will ask for a time update five minutes after
the automatic recall test programmed for the path.
NOTE: If the cell test is only programmed for every
seven days, there will only be a time request every
seven days. No timer test. No time update.

ACCESS CONTROL (ONLY) SETTINGS
This applies when using an XR Series control panel for access control ONLY that is not monitored by
a central station receiver but is connected via a data network. In this case, the control panel can still
receive time updates from a DMP receiver by programming the receiver IP address into the panel’s
primary communication paths and turning off all alarm reporting and the test timer in the panel's
communication option programming.
Doing this will prompt the panel to request time updates from the programmed central station receiver but WILL NOT generate any signal traffic to the central station. The panel will ask for a time
update every morning between 3:00 and 5:04 a.m.
NOTE: The time that’s used is dependent on the account number of the panel. This prevents all panels with NET from requesting at the same time with the receiver.
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With the start or end of daylight saving time, put DMP’s Automatic Panel Time Updates to work for
you. Rather than manually updating each of your customer’s panels, it’s a sure way to save time and
money while keeping your customers happy.

